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1. INTRODUCTION
In a not so well-known paper [13], Siegel obtained an explicit parame-
trisation of the modular curve X +ns(5) Q by constructing a uniformiser out
of ’-functions (see the end of Section 2 for a brief description of the
modular curves X +ns( p) Q). In modern terms, he then applied this to solve
the class number one problem as follows.
Let Q be the field of algebraic numbers of C. The modular curves
X+ns( p) Q classify isomorphism classes of elliptic curves with a certain type
of ‘‘non-split’’ level p structure. Now, to every order O of class number one
in an imaginary quadratic field K, there is an associated elliptic curve
EO Q, unique up to Q -isomorphism, with the property that EO Q has
complex multiplication by O. When p is inert in O, the properties of EO
imply that EO has one or more of the above ‘‘non-split’’ level p structures
which are defined over Q. Thus, by the modular interpretation of X +ns( p)Q
above, EO gives rise to one or more Q-rational points of X +ns( p) Q if p is
inert in O. The case p=3 is special because the weaker condition that p is
not ramified in O is sufficient to imply that EO has a ‘‘non-split’’ level p
structure.
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It is well known and not too difficult to check that the imaginary
quadratic orders with discriminant dO =&3, &4, &7, &8, &11, &12,
&16, &19, &27, &28, &43, &67, &163 have class number one and that
these are the only ones for dO  &163 (see for instance Appendix A.2. of
[12]). From this list of imaginary quadratic orders of class number one,
those with discriminant dO =&7, &8, &28, &43, &67, &163 have the
property that 3 is unramified and 5 is inert in O. These imaginary quadratic
orders therefore give rise to at least 6 distinct Q-rational points on
X+ns(3)Q and X
+
ns(5)Q.
An explicit parametrisation of X +ns(3)Q shows that an elliptic curve EK
defined over a field K/Q gives rise to a Q-rational point on X +ns(3) (i.e.,
has a ‘‘non-split’’ level p structure defined over Q) if and only if j(E) is a
cube in Q. This is a folklore fact, but we shall prove this later for com-
pleteness (see Appendix A.6 of [12], Section 5.3(b) of [11], and [5]). In
the case that EK has complex multiplication, then EK gives rise to a
Q-rational point on X +ns(3)Q if and only if j(E) is an integer cube since
one knows in such a case that j(E) is an algebraic integer. Thus, the
imaginary quadratic orders above give rise to at least six Q-rational points
on X +ns(5)Q whose j-invariant is an integer cube.
By considering the explicit parametrisation of X +ns(5)Q he obtained
(strictly speaking, an explicit parametrisation for X +ns(5)Q(- 5 )), Siegel
was able to deduce that there are only eight Q-rational points of X +ns(5)Q
whose j-invariant is an integer cube. This explicit parametrisation also
reveals that the six imaginary quadratic orders above each give rise to a
unique Q-rational point on X +ns(5)Q whose j-invariant is an integer cube,
and that the two extra points arise from EO&3 where O&3 is the imaginary
quadratic order with discriminant &3. This solves the class number one
problem for if O is an imaginary quadratic order of class number one with
dK<&163, then it is easily seen that both 3 and 5 are inert in O (in fact,
dO <&20 implies this property). Hence, such an order O must give rise to
a Q-rational point on X +ns(5)Q whose j-invariant is an integer cube and
which is distinct from the complete list determined by Siegel. This is a con-
tradiction so that the list of imaginary quadratic orders of class number
one listed above is in fact complete.
One should add that Siegel did not use the above modular interpretation
of X +ns(5)Q explicitly in his arguments, rather, he deduced it from the
properties of the uniformiser he constructed. Heegner’s original proof was
similar in nature, except that he considered a modular curve of level 24 and
required class field theory to show EO gave rise to a Q-rational point on
this curve.
In this paper, we derive another explicit parametrisation of the modular
curve X +ns(5)Q using little more than the geometry of its complex points
X+ns(5)(C)=1
+
ns (5)"h* as a riemann surface and some elementary algebra.
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Our normalisation of uniformiser differs from Siegel’s in that it yields a
uniformiser which is defined over Q.
As an application, we obtain a proof of the class number one problem
which, though certainly not new, requires little theory once the modular
interpretation of X +ns( p)Q is established. Even though this requires some
work to do rigorously [4], using modular interpretations provides a good
conceptual framework for Siegel’s proof.
A good account of the class number one problem from this and other
points of view can be found in the appendix to [12]. A related paper to
this one is [7] where the modular curves X +ns(N ) for N=7 and N=9 are
used to give separate solutions to the class number one problem.
2. NON-SPLIT CARTAN MODULAR CURVES
Let X(N ) be the modular curve which classifies isomorphism classes of
elliptic curves with level N structure. The natural construction of X(N ) as
an algebraic object and the precise manner in which it has the above
property requires a technical definition of level N structure and indeed even
of an elliptic curve [4, 6]. However, in the setting which concerns us, the
elliptic curves EK under consideration will be usual elliptic curves defined
over a field K/Q . A level N structure on such an EK is then an
isomorphism of abelian groups , : ZNZ_ZNZ  E[N](Q ). Finally, the
modular curve X(N ) has the structure of a non-singular projective curve
which is defined over Q, and geometrically has ,(N )=*(ZNZ_) com-
ponents. Each of the geometric components of X(N )Q is canonically
isomorphic as a riemann surface to 1(N ) "h*, where 1(N ) is the subgroup
of SL2(Z) whose elements are congruent to the identity matrix modulo N,
h is the complex upper half plane, and h*=h _ Q _ []. The modular
curve X(N )Q classifies isomorphism classes of elliptic curves with level N
structure in the following sense.
Theorem 2.1. Let K/Q be a field. Denote by GK=Gal(Q | K) the
absolute galois group of K. There is an open subset Y(N )Q of X(N )Q such
that Y(N )(K) is in bijection with the set of isomorphism classes over Q of
pairs (EK, ,K ), where EK is an elliptic curve defined over K and ,K is a
level N structure invariant under the action of GK .
Proof. cf. [4, IV-3]. K
The modular curve X(N )Q has an action of GL2(ZNZ) which is
defined over Q. For each subgroup H of GL2(ZNZ), the quotient
XH Q=X(N)H exists as a projective non-singular curve defined over Q,
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and geometrically has ,H(N )=*(ZNZ_det(H )) components. Each of
these geometric components is canonically isomorphic as a riemann surface
to 1H"h*, where 1H is the subgroup of SL2(Z) whose elements are con-
gruent modulo N to an element in H & SL2(ZNZ). The modular curves
XH Q classify isomorphism classes of elliptic curves with certain level N
structures in the following sense.
Theorem 2.2. Let K/Q be a field. Denote by GK=Gal(Q | K) the
absolute galois group of K. For H a subgroup of GL2(ZNZ), there is an
open subset YH of XH such that YH(K) is in bijection with the set of
isomorphism classes over Q of pairs (EK, [,]HK ), where EK is an elliptic
curve defined over K and [,]H K is a H-equivalence class of level N
structures (of which , is a member) invariant under the action of GK (level
N structures are H-equivalent if they are related by a transformation in H ).
Proof. cf. [4, IV-3]. K
There is a natural morphism ?H Q : XH Q  X(1)Q whose modular
interpretation is to forget the level structure imposed. Also, the open subset
YH(C) of XH(C) is precisely XH(C)=1H"h* with its cusps removed, that
is YH(C)=1H"h.
Let EK be an elliptic curve with K as above. The absolute galois group
GK acts naturally on E[N](Q ). Fixing a level N structure ,, one obtains
a mod N representation \,N : GK  GL2(ZNZ) by the relation ,
_=
, b \,N(_) for _ # GK . The mod N representation associated to a pair
(EK, [,]H K) has image lying in H so that the K-rational points of
XH(N) can also be interpreted as the Q -isomorphism classes of pairs
(EK, [,]H) with the property that \,N has image lying in H.
For any choice of points, x{ y # P1(Fp) and z # P1(Fp2),  P1(Fp), the
stabilisers Cz and Cx, y in GL2(Fp) of (z, z p) and (x, y), respectively, are
called a non-split Cartan subgroup and a split Cartan subgroup, respectively.
The stabiliser Nz of [z, z p] gives the normaliser of the non-split Cartan
subgroup Cz where [Nz : Cz]=2. Similarly, the stabiliser Nx, y of [x, y]
gives the normaliser of the split Cartan subgroup Cx, y where [Nx, y : Cx, y]
=2. Since GL2(Fp) acts transitively on the set of objects, (z, z p), (x, y),
[z, z p], and [x, y], respectively, we see there is only one conjugacy class
of each type of subgroup Cz , Cx, y , Nz , and Nx, y , respectively.
We note for computational purposes that the normaliser of a non-split
Cartan subgroup H can be conjugated to have the form
H={\:;
*;
: += . {\
:
&;
*;
&:+=
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where * # Fp is a quadratic non-residue and (:, ;){(0, 0) # Fp _Fp (i.e., we
regard Fp2=Fp(- *); then H=Nz for z=[- * : 1] # P1(Fp2),  P(Fp) is in
the above form).
Lemma 2.3. Let p be an odd prime and suppose that EQ is an elliptic
curve defined over Q with complex multiplication by an order O in an
imaginary quadratic field K. Then the mod p representation of GQ associated
to EQ lies in the normaliser of a non-split or split Cartan subgroup
accordingly as p is inert or split in O.
Proof. This result follows from the fact that E[ p](Q ) is a rank one
Op-module on which GK acts, cf. [12, A.5]; see also [8] for technical
details relating to general orders in an imaginary quadratic field (as
opposed to the maximal order). K
Fix a point z # P1(Fp2),  P1(Fp) (for instance, z=- * where * # Fp is a
quadratic non-residue). With H=Cz , we make the definition
Definition 2.4.
Xns( p)Q=XH Q (1)
1ns( p)Q=1H Q (2)
?ns( p)Q=?H Q. (3)
Similarly, with H=Nz , we make the following definition.
Definition 2.5.
X +ns( p)Q=XH Q (4)
1+ns( p)Q=1H Q (5)
?+ns( p)Q=?H Q. (6)
See also pp. 194195 of [12] where these classes of modular curves are
described and denoted by XC and XC , respectively, with C and C of ‘‘non-
split type’’ and N= p. Note that there is a natural morphism |Q:
Xns( p)Q  X +ns( p)Q of degree two, whose modular interpretation is to
regard a Cz-equivalence class of level p structures as a Nz -equivalence class
of level p structures.
Let O be an imaginary quadratic order of class number one and denote
by EO the unique (up to Q -isomorphism) elliptic curve defined over Q with
complex multiplication by O. By Lemma 2.3, if p is an odd prime which is
inert in O, then by a suitable choice of level p structure ,, the mod p
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representation \,p has image lying in Nz . The choice of such , is not
necessarily unique. To analyse this, one needs to determine the image of the
mod p representation (it is unique for instance if the image is all of Nz).
We shall not require such information for the application to the class
number one problem.
It follows that EO gives rise to one or more Q-rational points on X
+
ns( p)
if p is inert in O. In the case of p=3, we note that the normaliser of a split
Cartan subgroup lies in the normaliser of a non-split Cartan subgroup (see
Appendix A.6 of [12] and the remark on p. 280 of [11]) so that EO also
gives rise to one or more Q-rational points on X +ns( p) if p is split in O.
3. FUNDAMENTAL DOMAINS
The method used in this paper to obtain an explicit parametrisation of
X+ns(3)Q and X
+
ns(5)Q requires information about the ramification struc-
ture of the covering ?+ns( p)C: X
+
ns( p)C  X(1)C of riemann surfaces. We
obtain this information in a classical way by constructing a fundamental
domain for 1+ns( p). It is also possible to obtain this information by using
the modular interpretation of X +ns( p)Q discussed in Section 2, but we do
not pursue this here as it is necessary to give a modular interpretation to
all points of X +ns( p)Q in order to determine the ramification behaviour
above  # 1(1)"h*=X(1)C. This requires a treatment of generalised
elliptic curves and Tate curves [4, 6].
Let 1 be a fuchsian group, that is, a discrete subgroup of SL2(R). By a
fundamental domain for 1, we shall mean a closed connected set F of h*,
together with certain identifications of segments of its boundary by
elements in 1, having the property that every point in 1"h* corresponds
to a unique point in F, up to the given boundary identifications.
For example, consider the case of 1=1(1). Let S, T # 1 be the elements
S=\01
&1
1 + T=\
1
0
1
1+ .
Then the standard fundamental domain for 1 is F=[z # h : |R(z)|12,
|z|1], where the line a=[z # h*: R(z)=&12 , |z|1] is identified with
the line b=[z # h*: R(z)= 12 , |z|1] via T # 1 and the arc c=[z # h*: &
1
2
R(z)0, |z|=1] is identified with the arc d=[z # h*: 0R(z) 12,
|z|=1] via S # 1.
One can construct a fundamental domain F$ for 1/1(1) of finite index
by gluing together copies of the fundamental domain F for 1(1) (see [11]).
We illustrate this process for 1=1+ns(3) using the concrete description of
1+ns( p) given at the end of Section 2.
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We start by considering the copies of F adjacent to F, that is to say,
T &1F, SF, and TF. Since S # 1+ns(3), we see that the arc c is identified
with the arc d via S # 1+ns(3). On the other hand, T
&11+ns(3), T1
+
ns(3){
1+ns(3) and T
&11+ns(3){T1
+
ns(3), so we glue T
&1F and T1 to the sides
of F.
We continue by considering the copies of F adjacent T &1F _ F _ TF
not yet considered, namely, T &2F, T &1SF, TSF, and T 2F. Now,
T &21+ns(3)=T1
+
ns(3) so the line T
&1 a is identified with the line Tb via T 3
=(T &2)&1 T # 1+ns(3). Similarly, T
21+ns(3)=T
&11+ns(3) yields the inverse
identification. Finally, T &1S1+ns(3)=T
&11+ns(3) so that the arc T
&1c is
identified with the arc T &1d via S&1=(T &1S)&1 T &1 # 1+ns(3). Similarly,
TS1+ns(3)=T1
+
ns(3) so that the arc Tc is identified with the arc Td via
S&1=(TS)&1 T # 1+ns(3).
Since there were no new copies of F added in the previous step, the
process ends, and the desired fundamental domain for 1+ns(3) is
F$=T &1F _ F _ TF, where T &1a is identified with Tb via T 3, T &1c is
identified with T &1d via S &1, c is identified with d via S, Tc is identified
with Td via S &1. Note that the elements which transform F to the different
copies of F which one glues together to obtain F$ form a complete set of
inequivalent representatives for 11+ns(3) : [T
&1, 1, T].
In what is to follow, we will often regard a point z # h* as lying in
possibly different riemann surfaces 1"h* by the projection h*  1"h*.
The fundamental domain for 1/1(1) of finite index yields information
about covering ? : 1"h*  1(1) h*. In particular, one can determine how ?
ramifies above the points \, i,  # 1(1)"h* (the only points where ramifica-
tion may occur for such 1 ).
For example, consider the case of 1=1+ns(3). By following a small
circular path around the point \ # 1+ns(3)"h* (taking into account the
boundary identifications), we find that \ # 1+ns(3)"h* is a point of ramifi-
cation index 3 lying above \ # 1(1)"h* since three copies of F meet at
\ # 1+ns(3)"h*. A similar consideration shows that i&1, i, i+1 are
unramified points lying above i, and  is a point of ramification index 3
lying above .
We note that a fundamental domain for 1/1(1) of finite index provides
slightly more information than the ramification behaviour of the covering
? : 1"h*  1(1)"h*. Indeed, if one were only interested in the ramification
behaviour of ? at \, i, , this can already be deduced from how the 1(1)
conjugacy classes of the elements ST, S, T break up into 1 conjugacy
classes, respectively [1]. However, for the purposes of calculating an
explicit parametrisation for X +ns(5)Q, it will be necessary to keep track of
ramification points in different covers. The additional information provided
by fundamental domains will be useful for this purpose (see Section 5 for
more details).
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4. COVERING RELATIONS
Let XQ be a projective non-singular algebraic curve defined over Q
which has genus zero (as a curve over C say) and at least one Q-rational
point. In such a case, there exists an isomorphism defined over Q
tQ : XQ  P1Q, (7)
which is unique up to an automorphism of P1Q. We call tQ a uniformiser
for XQ.
For example, the modular curves X(1)Q and X +ns( p)Q for p=3, 5, 7
have genus zero and at least one Q-rational point, so applying the above,
there exist uniformisers jQ and ’+ns( p)Q of these curves, respectively.
Suppose now that we have a non-constant morphism ?Q : XQ 
X(1)Q of curves defined over Q. Fixing uniformisers jQ and tQ, we
obtain a diagram
tQXQ P1Q=Proj Q[T]
?Q ,Q (8)
X(1)Q wwjQ P1Q=Proj Q[J],
where J and T are indeterminates. The morphism ,Q : Proj Q[T] 
Proj Q[J] in affine coordinates is given by a relation of the form
J=*
P(T)
Q(T)
(9)
where * # Q, and P(T), Q(T ) # Q[T] are monic polynomials. Such a
relation is called a covering relation for tQ with respect to jQ.
Alternatively, the function fields of X(1)Q and XQ can be identified
with Q( j) and Q(t), respectively. The morphism ?Q : X +ns( p)Q  X(1)Q
induces an embedding of the field ?Q : Q( j)  Q(t). Thus, ?( j) can be
expressed as
?( j)=*
P(t)
Q(t)
,
where *, P, and Q coincide with quantities in the covering relation of tQ
with respect to jQ.
The covering relation above characterises the uniformiser tQ relative to
the uniformiser jQ. By an explicit parametrisation for XQ, we shall
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roughly mean fixing uniformisers tQ, jq and determining explicitly the
covering relation for tQ relative to jQ. We note that discussion above
concerning uniformisers and covering relations remains valid upon replacing
Q by C.
Suppose that there exists a fuchsian group 1/1(1) of finite index such
that XC=1"h* as a compact riemann surface and the morphism ?C :
XC  X(1)C corresponds to the natural covering map ?C : 1"h* 
1(1)"h*. Considering diagram (8) over C, we obtain a diagram
tC1"h* P1(C)
?C ,C (11)
1(1)"h* wwjC P1(C).
From here on, we choose jC to be the unique uniformiser of X(1)C
which takes on the values 0, 123,  on the three distinct points \=exp2?i3,
i=- &1,  # 1(1)"h*. This uniformiser arises from a uniformiser jQ
since the points p, i,  # X(1)(C) are in fact Q-rational points by the
modular interpretation of X(1)Q (i.e., this choice of uniformiser of X(1)Q
coincides with the function which assigns to an isomorphism class of
elliptic curves its j-invariant).
The embedding ? : C( j)  C(t) identifies the function jC on X(1)C with
a function ?( j) on XC. However, if we consider j as a function on h, then
this identification is to simply regard j, a priori a modular function for
1(1), as a modular function for 1. Hence, the covering relation for tC with
respect to jC is in fact a veritable relation (as modular functions for 1 )
j=*
P(t)
Q(t)
where * # C and P(T ), Q(T ) # C[T] are monic polynomials. If one chooses
the uniformiser tC so that it arises from a uniformiser tQ, then in fact
* # Q and P(T ), Q(T ) # Q[T], as the covering relation for tC with respect
to jC then coincides with the covering relation for tQ with respect to jQ.
Furthermore, in terms of riemann surfaces, we see that
P(T )= ‘
z # ?&1(\)
(T&t(z))e(z) (12)
Q(T )= ‘
z # ?&1()
(T&t(z))e(z) (13)
*= j(z0) } Q(z0)P(z0) (14)
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where ?C : 1"h*  1(1)"h* and e(z) is the ramification index of z # 1"h*
and z0=t&1().
Information about how the covering ?C  1(1)"h* branches above the
points \, i,  # 1"h* is in principle sufficient to determine the relation
between jC and tC. We illustrate this by deriving a covering relation for
a uniformiser tQ=’+ns(3)Q of XQ=X
+
ns(3)Q with respect to jQ using
information from the fundamental domain we obtained for 1=1+ns(3).
Since \,  # 1+ns(3)"h* are the unique points lying above \,  # 1(1)"
h*, it follows that t(\), t() # P1(Q). By an automorphism of P1Q we can
therefore assume that t(\)=0 and t()=. This determines t up to scal-
ing by Q so that the relation between j and t has the form j=*t3 where
* # Q is determined up to a cube in Q. However, it is easy to see that *
must be a cube and hence without loss of generality equal to 1. This follows
from the fact that j(EO&4)=12
3 and t(EO&4) # Q as the prime 3 is inert in
O&4 where O&4 is the imaginary quadratic order with discriminant &4.
We have thus proved
Proposition 4.1. There exists a choice of uniformiser tQ=’+ns(3)Q :
X+ns(3)Q  P
1Q such that t(0)=0, t()= and the relation between jQ
and tQ is
j=t3. (15)
Corollary 4.2. An elliptic curve EK with K/Q gives rise to a
Q-rational point on X +ns(3)Q if and only if j(E) is a cube in Q.
5. AN EXPLICIT PARAMETRISATION FOR X +NS(5)Q
In this section, let ’Q=’+ns(5)Q denote a uniformiser of X
+
ns(5)Q.
From the fundamental domain for 1+ns(5), we see that the points \, \+1,
\+2, \+3 # 1+ns(5)"h* lie above the point \ # 1(1)"h* with ramification
index 3, 3, 3, 1, respectively. The points i&1, i, i+1, i+2, (i&1)2,
(i+2)2 # 1+ns(5)"h* lie above the point i # 1(1)"h* with ramification index
2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, respectively. Finally, the cusps 1,  # 1+ns(5)"h* lie above
the cusp  # 1(1)"h* with ramification index 5.
The field of definition of the two galois conjugate cusps 1,  is Q(- 5),
[12, A.5]. Thus, by an automorphism of P1Q, we may assume that ’(1),
’() are roots of X 2&5. Furthermore, since \+3 # 1+ns(5)"h* is the
uniquely unramified point above \ # 1(1)"h*, we have ’(\+3) # P1(Q),
which by an automorphism of P1Q fixing the roots of X 2&5, we may
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assume ’(\+3)=0. This specifies the choice of ’ (unique up to sign) we
will use in the subsequent calculation.
The relation between j and ’ has the form
j=*
’(’&A)3 (’3&B’+C)3
(’2&5)5
(16)
where A=’(\+2), B=’(\)+’(\+1), C=’(\) } ’(\+1).
In principle, one can determine the quantities *, A, B, C by the same
method used in the previous section. However, this requires solving a
system of 10 equations in 10 unknowns, a daunting task even for a com-
puter. To make the calculation of *, A, B, C tractable, we shall compute
the desired relation using intermediate coverings.
We note that once we have the covering relation, it is easy though
unilluminating to verify it is correct by checking if it gives the unique (up
to symmetries of the normalisation of ’) solution to the above equations.
In choosing a suitable normalisation of ’, some properties of the modular
curve X +ns(5)Q were required above, in particular, the field of definition of
its two cusps. This is again unnecessary once we have the covering relation
since we can verify that we have the correct model over Q by showing the
existence of three Q-rational j-invariants of elliptic curves with complex
multiplication, each of which give rise via the covering relation to a
Q-rational value of ’, for instance, j=&153, 203, 2553 (refer to [3] for a
complete list of Q-rational j-invariants of elliptic curves with complex
multiplication).
Although there is no intermediate subgroup between 1+ns(5)/1(1), there
is an intermediate subgroup 15 between 1ns(5)/1(1) which can be
described as follows: There exists a subgroup A4 /GL2(F5) whose projec-
tive image is isomorphic to A4 and which lies between C$ & SL2(F5)/
GL2(F5). Then 15 is the subgroup of elements of 1(1) which reduce
modulo p to an element in A4 .
The methods of Section 3 reveal that the points \, \+1, \+3 # 15"h*
lie above the point \ # 1(1)"h* with ramification index 1, 3, 1, respectively.
The points i, i+1, i+2 # 15"h* lie above the point i # 1(1)"h* with
ramification index 2, 1, 2, respectively. Finally, the cusp  # 15"h* lies
above the cusp  # 1(1)"h* with ramification index 5.
Let !C : 15"h*  P1(C) be a uniformiser such that !(\+1)=0,
!()=. It is not too hard to see that up to scaling !, the quantity * in
the covering relation for !C with respect to jC can be assumed to be 1.
The relation between j and ! then has the form
j=!3(!2&A!+B). (17)
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where A=!(\)+!(\+3), B=!(\) } !(\+3). From the way ?A4 : 15"h*
 1(1)"h* branches above i # 1(1)"h*, we see that the polynomial
!3(!2&A!+B)&123&(!&C)(!2&D!+E)2 # C[!] (18)
is zero, where C=!(i+1), D=!(i)+!(i+2), E=!(i) } !(i+2). This yields
the equations
2D+C&A=O (19)
&D2&2E&2CD+B=0 (20)
2DE+2CE+CD2=0 (21)
&E2&2CDE=0 (22)
CE 2=123. (23)
By eliminating C=123E 2 from Eq. (22), we obtain D=&E 32 } 123.
Eliminating C and D from Eq. (21) yields E5=245 so E=24 is one solu-
tion. The remaining unknowns are then easily determined as A=&5,
B=40, C=3, D=&4.
Proposition 5.1. There exists a choice of uniformiser !C : 15 "h* 
P1(C) such that !(\+1)=0, !()=, and the relation between jC and
!C is
j=!3(!2+5!+40). (24)
Consider the two coverings
1ns(5)"h* www|C 1
+
ns(5)"h* www?+ns(5)C
1(1)"h*.
Recall the points \, \+1, \+2, \+3 # 1+ns(5)"h* lie above the point
\ # 1(1)"h*, the points i&1, i, i+1, i+2, (i&1)2, (i+1)2 lie above the
point i # 1(1)"h*, and the points 1,  lie above the point  # 1(1)"h*.
For z # 1+ns(5)"h* one of the above points, we denote the two (not
necessarily distinct) points in |&1(z) by z, z~ # 1ns "h*.
The covering ? : 1ns(5)"h*  15"h* is branched as follows: The points
\, \+3
t
# 1ns(5)"h* lie above the point \ # 15"h* with ramification index
3, 1, respectively. The points \+3, \+1 # 1ns(5)"h* lie above the point
\+3 # 15 "h* with ramification index 1, 3, respectively. The points i+1,
i&1
t
# 1ns(5)"h* lie above the point i+1 # 15 "h* with ramification
index 2.
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Let /C : 15"h*  P1(C) be the uniformiser such that /(\)=0, /(\+3)
=, and the expansion of / at  has constant term 1. It is easily seen
that
/=
!&!(\)
!&!(\+3)
. (25)
Let # : 1ns(5)"h*  P1(C) be the uniformiser such that #(\)=0,
#(\+3)=, the quantity * is 1 in the covering relation for #C with
respect to /C. The relation between / and # has the form
/=
#3(#&U)
(#&V)3
(26)
where U=#(\+3
t
), V=#(\+1
t
).
From how ? branches above i+1 # 15"h*, we see that the polynomial
#3(#&U)&e(#&V )3&(#2&X#+Y)2 # C[#] (27)
is zero, where e=/(i+1), X=#(i+1)+#( i&1
t
), Y=#(i+1) } #( i&1
t
).
This yields the system of equations
&U&e+2X=0 (28)
3eV&2Y&X 2=0 (29)
&3eV2+2XY=0 (30)
eV3&Y2=0, (31)
which can be solved as follows. From Eqs. (30), (31), we get
9e2V4=4X 2Y2
eV3=Y2.
Dividing the first equation by the second yields 9eV=4X 2 so that
X 2=94eV. Using Eq. (29), we obtain 3eV&2Y&94eV=0 so that V=
(83e) Y. Substituting this into Eq. (31) yields Y=(3383) e2. It then follows
that V=(3282) e, X=(3242) e from Eq. (30), and U=18e from Eq. (28).
We determine the quantity U more explicitly. Using the relation between
/ and !, plus the fact that !(i+1)=3, we obtain e=/(i+1)=(3&x)
(3&x ), where x=!(\) is a root of X 2+5X+40=0. It follows that e=
&(182)(11x+31) satisfies 82e2+7e+82=0 and U=e8 satisfies
83U 2+7U+8=0.
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At this point, we have related jC to !C, /C to !C, and /C to #C.
The final step is to find the relation between #C and ’C. Consider the
covering | : 1ns(5)"h*  1 +ns(5)"h*. The points \+3, \+3
t
# 1ns(5)"h* lie
above the point \+3 # 1+ns(5)"h*. Since ’(\+3)=0, #(\+3)=U, and
#(\+3
t
)=, we see such a relation has the form
’=*
#&U
#2&u#+v
.
The isomorphism ’ was chosen so that ’(1), ’() are roots of X 2&5.
The cusps 0, 1, # 1ns"h* lie above the cusp 1 # 1+ns "h*, and the cusps 12 ,
 # 1ns(5)"h* lie above the cusp  # 1+ns "h*. Furthermore, #(0), #(1), #(
1
2),
#() satisfy #3(#&U)&(#&V )3=0, since /()=1. Therefore, ’2&5=0
implies #3(#&U)&(#&V )3=0.
We use the above fact to determine *, u, v by requiring the polynomial
*2(#&U)2&5(#2&u#+v)2+5(#3(#&U)&(#&V )3) # C[#] (32)
to be zero. This yields the system of equations
10u&5U&5=0 (33)
*2&5u2&10v+15V=0 (34)
&2*2U+10uv&15V 2=0 (35)
*2U2&5v2+5V 3=0. (36)
From Eq. (33) we obtain immediately that u=(U+1)2. Also, we have
V=98U. We can therefore regard the remaining three equations in *, v as
having coefficients in the quadratic field Q[U], which we now work in.
Multiplying Eq. (34) by 2U and adding it to Eq. (35) yields
v(1&3U)=2Uu2&6UV+3V 2. (37)
and hence
v=
32
23 } 11
(&4U2+5U). (38)
Using Eq. (34), we obtain
*2=
36
22 } 112
(3U&1)2 (39)
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and hence
*=\
33
2 } 11
(3U&1). (40)
At this point, we can compute the quantity
’(\)=&*Uv (41)
=
22
32 } 11
(128U&61) (42)
Since ’(\+1)=’(\), we see that B=5 and C=203.
To determine *, A, consider the direct relation between ! and ’. This
relation has the form
a(’) !2+b(’) !+c(’)=0 (43)
where a(X ), b(X), c(X) are quartic polynomials in Q[X] and a(X ) is
monic.
To the point \+1 # 15 "h* corresponds the points \, \+1, \+2 #
1+ns(5)"h* with ramification index 1, 1, 2, respectively. Since !(\+1)=0,
this implies that c(X )=;(X&A)2(X 2&BX+C) for some ; # Q. To the
cusp  # 15"h* corresponds the cusps 1,  # 1+ns(5)"h* with ramification
index 2. Thus, a(X )=(X 2&5)2. On the other hand, if ’2&5=0, the
relation must be such that != is the only solution. This forces X 2&5 to
divide b(X ). Similarly, when ’2&B’+C=0, the relation must be such that
!=0 is the only solution. Thus, X&A divides b(X ) so that b(X)=(X&A)
(X 2&5)(aX&$) for some a, $ # Q.
Therefore, the relation between ! and ’ has the more specific form
!2(’2&5)2+!(’&A)(’2&5)(:’&$)+;(’&A)2 (’2&B’+C)=0. (44)
If ’=0, then relation (44) reads
52!2&5A$!+;A2C=0. (45)
However, the corresponding ! satisfies !2+5!+40=0, so we obtain the
equations
&A$=52 (46)
;A2C=52 } 40. (47)
If ’2&B’+C=0, then relation (44) reads
!2(’2&5)2+!(’&A)(’2&5)(:’&$)=0. (48)
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so that
!=0 or !=&
(’&A)(:’&$)
’2&5
. (49)
In the latter case, the corresponding ! satisfies !2+5!+40=0 so that
!=9’&25, \9’+20 (where the signs depend on the choice of B=\5)
and hence we have
(9’&25), (\9’+20)=!=&
(’&A)(:’&$)
’2&5
. (50)
This gives a quadratic relation for ’, which must be a Q-scalar multiple of
’2&B’+C=0. The resulting equations in the case != 9’&25 allow us
to solve for :=5, A=\1, $=\25, ;=150. The other case is not
solvable and hence does not occur.
Finally, to obtain *, we use the fact that when ’=, j=*. Since ’=
implies that !2+:!+;=0, we see that !=(\5\ - &23)2 and hence
j=!3(!2+5!+40)=33 } 104.
Proposition 5.2. There exists a choice of uniformiser ’Q=’+ns(5)Q 
P1Q such that ’(1), ’() are roots of X2&5 and ’(\+3)=0. The relation
between jQ and ’Q is
j=104
’(’\1)3 (3’2\15’+20)3
(’2&5)5
. (51)
Corollary 5.3. There exists a choice of uniformiser ’Q=’+ns(5)Q :
X +ns(5)Q  P
1Q such that ’(1), ’() are roots of X2+X&1 and ’(\+3)
=0. The relation between jQ and ’Q is
j=53
’(2’\1)3 (2’2\7’+8)3
(’2+’&1)5
(52)
Proof. The map z [ 2z(z+5) fixes 0 and sends the roots of X2&5
to the roots of X2+X&1. Hence, substituting ’=5’(&’+2) into the
covering relation given in Proposition 5.2 yields the desired result. K
Remark 5.4. The covering relation in the above corollary is somewhat
better in the sense that it is defined over Z[ 15], rather than Z[
1
10], however
obtaining the covering relation for ’ as normalised in the proposition is
easier because the equations in (34)(36) have no terms in *.
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The above covering relations for ’+ns(5)Q with respect to jQ, as well as
a similar one for ’+ns(7)Q with respect to jQ, can be found in [2].
6. REDUCTION TO A GENUS 2 CURVE
Let tQ=’+ns(3)Q and ’Q=’
+
ns(5)Q be normalised so that their
relations with jQ are
j=t3 (53)
j=53
’(2’+1)3 (2’2+7’+8)3
(’2+’&1)5
. (54)
as given in Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 5.3.
Suppose that EOQ is the elliptic curve associated to an imaginary quad-
ratic order O of class number one in which 3 is unramified and 5 is inert.
Then EO Q gives rise to one or more values of (t, ’) such that t=m # Z,
j(EK)=m3 is a cube, and ’=xy # Q where x, y # Z and (x, y)=1. If we let
u(x, y)=53
x(2x+ y)3 (2x2+7xy+8y2)3
(x2+xy& y2)5
, (55)
then
m3=u(x, y). (56)
Thus, EO gives rise to an integer solution (x, y, m) of (56) with (x, y)=1.
We now analyse such solutions by elementary considerations.
Let (x, y, m) be an integer solution to (56) with (x, y)=1. Note that if
(x, y, m) is a solution to (56), so is (&x, &y, m). If m=0, then the only
solutions are (x, y, m)=\(0, 1, 0), \(&1, 2, 0). We now assume that
m{0.
Lemma 6.1. Let l be a prime. Suppose there exists z # Z such that
{z
2+z&1#0
2z+1#0
(mod l )
(mod l ).
Then l=5.
Proof. Since z2+z&1#0 (mod 2) has no solution, we may assume
l{2. Substituting z#&12 (mod l) into the first equation, we obtain that
&5#0 (mod l ). Thus, l=5. K
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Lemma 6.2. Let l be a prime. Suppose that there exists z # Z such that
{z
2+z&1#0
2z2+7z+8#0
(mod l )
(mod l ).
Then l=5.
Proof. A simple check shows that l{2, 3. By the quadratic formula, z
is simultaneously (&1\ - 5)2 (mod l ) and (&7\ - &15)4 (mod l ). As
2 and 3 are invertible (mod l ), we have
(&l\ - 5)2#(&7\ - &15)4 (mod l )
 &2\ - 5 #&7\- &15 (mod l )
 \2 - 5\ - 15#5 (mod l )
 \5 - &3#0 (mod l ).
Hence l=5. K
Lemma 6.3. The equation z2+z&1#0 (mod 52) does not have a solu-
tion in Z.
Suppose that x2+xy& y2#0 (mod l ) for some prime l. First note that
x0 (mod l ) since this would imply that y#0 (mod l ), contradicting
(x, y)=1. On the other hand, since u(x, y) is an integer, we see that
53(2x+ y)3 (2x2+7xy+8y2)3#0 (mod l). By Lemma 6.1 and 6.2 it follows
that l=5, and by Lemma 6.3 we must in fact have x2+xy& y2=\5. This
contradicts u(x, y) being a cube.
We have therefore shown that any solution (x, y, m) to (56) must
satisfy x2+xy& y2=\1. In addition, we see that x must be a cube. Now,
the solutions of x2+xy& y2=\1 are nothing but the solutions of
NL(x+ y=)=\1 where ==(&1+- 5)2 and L=Q(=). Thus, (x, y) is a
solution of x2+xy& y2=\1 exactly when x+ y= is a unit in the ring of
integers of L, OL=Z[=]. It is well known that the units of OL are given by
\=n for some n # Z and that
\=n=\(xn+ yn=) (57)
where xn=(&1)n+1 Fn , yn=(&1)n Fn+1 , and Fn is the n-th Fibonacci
number.
Theorem 6.4. The only Fibonacci cubes are F1=F2=13, F6=23.
Proof. There are numerous articles in the Fibonacci Quarterly journal
concerning this fact, the first concrete result being [9]. A problem which
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is easily seen to be equivalent is to find the integer solutions of
Y2=5X6\4, which is in fact what Siegel does in his paper [14]. K
Corollary 6.5. The only solutions (x, y, m) to (56) satisfy |x|23 and
all arise from an imaginary quadratic field of class number one. The com-
plete list of solutions with y>0 is
(0, 1, 0) (K=Q(- &3))
(&1, 2, 0) (K=Q(- &3))
(&1, 1, &15) (K=Q(- &7))
(1, 0, 20) (K=Q(- &8))
(1, 1, 255) (K=Q(- &28))
(1, 2, &960) (K=Q(- &43))
(&8, 5, &5280) (K=Q(- &67))
(8, 13, &640320) (K=Q(- &163)).
(To identify the imaginary quadratic order(s) corresponding to each
solution, we made use of the list of Q-rational j-invariants of elliptic curves
with complex multiplication given in [3].)
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